An authoritative and quantitative approach to modern game theory with applications from economics, political science, military science, and finance

Mathematical Game Theory combines both the theoretical and mathematical foundations of game theory with a series of complex applications along with topics presented in a logical progression to achieve a unified presentation of research results. This book covers topics such as two-person games in strategic form, zero-sum games, N-person non-cooperative games in strategic form, two-person games in extensive form, parlor and sport games, bargaining theory, best-choice games, cooperative games and dynamic games. Several classical models used in economics are presented which include Cournot, Bertrand, Hotelling, and Stackelberg as well as coverage of modern branches of game theory such as negotiation models, potential games, parlor games, and best choice games.

Mathematical Game Theory:
• Presents a good balance of both theoretical foundations and complex applications of game theory.
• Features an in-depth analysis of parlor and sport games, networking games, and bargaining models.
• Provides fundamental results in new branches of game theory, best choice games, network games, and dynamic games.
• Presents numerous examples and exercises along with detailed solutions at the end of each chapter.
• Is supported by an accompanying website featuring course slides and lecture content.

Covering a host of important topics, this book provides a research springboard for graduate students and a reference for researchers who might be working in the areas of applied mathematics, operations research, computer science, or economical cybernetics.
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